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Trump's Unfinished Business
Queen Corinn masters spells found in the ancient Book of Elenet,
while her younger brother embarks on a perilous mission to the
Other Lands, and her sister travels north to confront an invasion by
the fearsome Auldek.

Follow the Crow (Vanished, #1)
Brave young dragon Firedrake and his orphan friend Ben start a
perilous journey to the legendary Rim of Heaven. But close behind
is a heartless monster who aches to destroy the very last dragons on
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Meaning Of Life And The Universe: Transforming
Deep in the heart of old London town, spirits are drawn to the
tempting lure of a lie As Jess Ballard is struggling to adjust to her
new life in London without Finn Carey to watch over her, she has
thrown herself into her role as a Tracker, using her gift to
communicate with and help as many spirits as she can. But just as
she begins to settle into a new city, the city reveals a mystery too
intriguing-and dangerous-to ignore. Something sinister is drawing
restless spirits to a tiny old museum, luring them with a promise of
salvation it cannot deliver upon. Meanwhile, Durupinen are being
brutally attacked, and their gifts are being twisted with a Casting too
terrible to comprehend. Can Jess discover the connection between
the two mysteries before she-or someone she loves-becomes the
next victim? Portraits of the Forsaken is the much anticipated fourth
installment in E.E. Holmes' paranormal series The Gateway
Trackers.

The Ascendancy of the Scientific Dictatorship
The awakening begins in an ascending consciousness with an
unspecified dissatisfaction regarding the established rules and
assumptions. You cannot identify the irritation, but it feels as if
there should be something more. Because of this, you begin to look
for answers outside of the normal channels and your awakening
commences. The messages for awakening are as diverse as their
sources because they are designed to reach different levels of
consciousness—yet the truth is always the truth, though the form it
takes may vary. Expansion for Ascending Consciousness is a
cooperative effort to provide a basis for understanding
consciousness and the energy construct we exist within. The intent
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is to remove the mysticism surrounding consciousness and
embodied experience. While complex and miraculous in its design,
consciousness is scientifically explainable and the foundation upon
which the universe has been created. As an ascending collective,
you have reached a time in your development where mysticism has
outlived its usefulness. Truth comes in many forms, and thus the
information you gravitate to at any given moment is dependent
upon what resonates with your current level of awakening. At a
point in this process you will look back upon the information you
have accumulated and see that each one was a step that
incrementally raised your awareness. Expansion for Ascending
Consciousness contains the next step along this path of ascension.

Expansion for Ascending Consciousness
Game of Stars (Kiranmala and the Kingdom Beyond #2)
The Nostradamus Prophecy
One of Open Letter's Best Books of 2019 The fates of Ragnvald and
his sister Svanhild unfold to their stunning conclusion in this
riveting final volume in The Golden Wolf Saga, a trilogy that
conjures the ancient world with the gripping detail, thrilling action,
and vivid historical elements of "Game of Thrones" and
"Outlander." Ragnvald has long held to his vision of King Harald as
a golden wolf who will bring peace to Norway as its
conqueror—even though he knows that Harald’s success will
eventually mean his own doom. He is grateful to have his beloved
sister, the fierce and independent Svanhild, once more at his side to
help keep their kingdom secure. Free from the evil husband who
used her, she is now one of Harald’s many wives. While Svanhold
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is happy to be reunited with her beloved brother, and enjoys more
freedom than ever before, she is restless and lonely. When an old
enemy of Ragnvald’s kidnaps his niece, Freydis, his sister follows
the daughter she has neglected to Iceland, where an old love awaits.
This strange new land offers a life far different from what each has
left behind, as well as unexpected challenges and choices.
Ragnvald, too, must contend with change. His sons—the gifted Einar,
the princely Ivar, and the adventurous Rolli—are no longer children.
Harald’s heirs have also grown up. Stepping back from his duties as
king, he watches as his sons pursue their own ambitions. But
Norway may no longer be large enough for so many would-be
kings. Now in their twilight years, these venerable men whose lives
have been shaped by war must face another battle that awaits. A
growing rebellion pits Ragnvald and his sons against enemies old
and new, and a looming tragedy threatens to divide the hardened
warrior from Harald and all who care for him. Across the sea,
Svanhild, too, wrestles with a painful decision, risking the
dissolution of her fragile new family as she desperately tries to save
it. Yet as old heroes fall, new heroes arise. For years, Ragnvald and
Svanhild pursued the destinies bestowed by their ancient gods.
Though the journey has cost them much, their sacrifices and dreams
will be honored by the generations that follow, beginning with
Freydis and Einar. Emerging from their parents’ long shadows, they
have begun to carry on the family’s legacy while pursuing their own
glorious fates. This compelling conclusion to the Golden Wolf
trilogy recreates Viking-age Scandinavia in all its danger, passion,
power, and glory—a world of brutality and myth, loyalty and
betrayal, where shifting alliances and vengeance can build
kingdoms . . . and can tear them down.

Spirit Prophecy
Best-selling author Rick Riordan presents J.C. Cervantes' epic finale
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to the Storm Runner trilogy, a tale of mystery, magic, and mayhem
featuring gods from both Maya and Aztec mythology. Zane Obispo
has been looking forward to his training at the Shaman Institute for
Higher Order Magic, and not only because it means he'll be reunited
with his best friend, Brooks. Anything would be better than how he
has spent the last three months: searching for the remaining
godborns with a nasty demon who can sniff them out (literally). But
when Zane tracks down the last kid on his list, he's in for a surprise:
the ""one"" is actually a pair of twins, and they're trying to prevent a
mysterious object from falling into the wrong hands. After a
shocking betrayal, Zane finds himself at SHIHOM sooner than
expected. Even more shocking is the news that the Maya gods have
gone missing. The bat god, Camazotz, and Ixkik' (aka Blood Moon)
have taken them out of commission . . . and the godborns are their
next target. The only thing the villains need now? The object that
the twins possess. Zane knows the godborns aren't strong enough
yet to stand up to Zotz, Ixkik', and their army. There might be a way
to save the gods, but it involves locating a magical calendar that can
see across time and space . . . not to mention traveling more than
thirty years into the past. In The Shadow Crosser, Zane and his
friends embark on their most treacherous mission yet--a mission
that, with one blunder, could change history as we know it, and
worse, destroy the universe.

Soul of the Sentinel
Ansul was once a peaceful town filled with libraries, schools, and
temples. But that was long ago, and the conquerors of this coastal
city consider reading and writing to be acts punishable by death.
And they believe the Oracle House, where the last few undestroyed
books are hidden, is seething with demons. But to seventeen-yearold Memer, the house is the only place where she feels truly safe.
Then an Uplands poet named Orrec and his wife, Gry, arrive, and
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everything in Memer's life begins to change. Will she and the
people of Ansul at last be brave enough to rebel against their
oppressors?

Athena's Champion
She can already see the deadbut is she starting to see the future?
Spurred by the injustices that nearly destroyed their family, Jess and
Hannah Ballard are preparing to win back a seat on the powerful
Durupinen Council. The odds are stacked against them, but that's
never stopped them before. But as Hannah faces the harsh realities
of political intrigue, Jess must face a frightening new reality of her
own. Jess made a promise months before, a promise to help the
trapped and tortured Walker, Irina. With Irina's trial looming, Jess
has her chance to make good on her word, but the spirit world may
have other plans. Jess's gift as a Muse is shifting. Her talent as an
artist is now offering her terrifying glimpses into a future she may
be powerless to change. Unspeakable tragedy looms ever closer.
Will Jess be forced to stand helplessly by, or will she interpret the
signs before it's too late? Awakening of the Seer is the page-turning
third installment in E.E. Holmes' paranormal series The Gateway
Trackers.

Tales from the Gateway
It began with a dream . . . well, not exactly. Dream or vision, the old
man didn’t know for sure, but he was certain that the Old Testament
prophecy in the book of Joel was the key. So begins an epic story of
an ordinary young man, a small group of unlikely heroes, and their
preparations to join the army of God to wage war against the enemy
and save the lost in the end times. In "The Harvester Chronicles,"
Author Beth Y. Lambert provides an enlightening and motivating
account appropriate for those who believe and those who wonder.
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Gift of the Darkness
College student Jess Ballard's mother has gone-dead under
mysterious circumstances; her life uprooted to stay with estranged
relatives she's never met; and and there's something odd about some
of the people she's been meeting at school: They're dead! Aided by
Tia, her neurotic roommate, and Dr. David Pierce, a ghost-hunting
professor, Jess must unravel the mystery behind her hauntings. But
the closer she gets to the truth, the more danger shadows her every
move. An ancient secret, long-buried, is about to claw its way to the
surface, and nothing can prepare Jess for one terrifying truth her
encounters with the world of the dead are only just beginning

The Little Book of Hedge Funds
A BATTLE LOOMS, AND SHE COULD LOSE EVERYTHING
Again and again, the same dreadful predictiona remote prison
fortress, a fierce battle, an unthinkable outcome. For Jess Ballard,
the signs could not be clearer; if the Durupinen want to maintain
their control over the Gateways to the spirit world, they will have to
battle for them at the ancient Skye Príosún, where even now a
rebellion is brewing, ready to burst the barriers of the ancient
stronghold. It is a near-impossible proposition. The very ranks of
their protectors have been breached, and it is only a matter of time
before the trust between Caomhnóir and Durupinen has all but
disintegrated. The only chance the Durupinen have is to infiltrate
the príosún from within-with nothing left to lose, Jess volunteers
herself for the job. But the dangers are very real. The Caomhnóir of
the príosún have been compromised. Jess does not know who she
can trust inside-even her once unshakable bond with Finn Carey is
being tested. If she chooses wrongly-forms the wrong alliance or
makes the wrong gamble-the fate of the spirit world could hang in
the balance. The challenges are formidable but so is the young
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woman facing them. Heart of the Rebellion is the much-anticipated
fifth installment in E.E. Holmes' spine-tingling paranormal series
The Gateway Trackers.

Enoch's Device
A mysterious mark, an ancient spirit, and a message from beyond
the Aether After uncovering and destroying a Necromancer plot to
take over Skye Príosún, Jess and Finn are united at last and longing
to move on with their life together. But the Durupinen world has
other plans. An enigmatic rune keeps revealing itself to Jess-in
artwork, in dreams, and even scrawled upon the ancient stones of
the Geatgrima at Fairhaven. No one can identify it, but its warning
is clear: something dangerous is coming, a revelation that could end
the Gateway system forever. Jess must follow the clues where they
lead-forming unlikely alliances along the way. When her journey
takes her at last to an ancient creature deep in the heart of the
príosún, the truth she learns presents her with the most troubling
question of all: what if her Durupinen gift was never really a gift at
all, but something altogether darker? Soul of the Sentinel is the
much-anticipated sixth installment in E.E. Holmes' spine-tingling
paranormal series The Gateway Trackers.

The Scrying
The bell that holds power over death has been lost. The race to find
it has begun, and our world hangs in the balance. Caroline and
Owen search for the bell across the land of the living. Ben Dejooli,
now known as the Walker, searches the land of the dead. Their
mission is to protect the bell and keep it secret. Others seek the bell
as well, but they have different plans plans that could disrupt the
careful balance between life and death that has stood since the
beginning of time. When a young boy finds the bell out in the plains
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of Texas, he quickly becomes the target of a showdown between the
lands of the living and the dead, and those that want to rule over
both.

Shadow Crosser, The (Volume 3)
Book 1 “The Wedding Planner” Series What’s a wedding planner to
do when love disrupts her best laid plans? When actress and parttime schemer Letty Potts steps off the train into the charming
village of Little Bidewell, she has no intention of masquerading as
the most sought after wedding planner in all of Victorian
London—Lady Agatha Whyte. Letty has vowed to go straight, but
when the bride’s wealthy family welcomes her with open arms, she
has no choice but to assume the role of a lifetime and plan the most
delightful wedding England has ever seen. Only one man—the dark
and dashing war hero, Sir Elliot March—suspects her ruse. As a man
who has sworn off both love and laughter, Elliot is dismayed when
Letty’s unconventional way of thinking, her saucy wit, and her
teasing dimples arouse far more than just his suspicions. As the
wedding day approaches and Letty’s charade threatens to unravel
into a tangled skein of danger and scandal, she yearns to trust her
secrets to Sir Elliot—the one man who possesses the power to lock
her away forever. But when he sweeps her into his arms for a
forbidden kiss, she realizes her heart is already his prisoner… “This
frothy literary confection sparkles with charm. Witty and
wonderful!”—Booklist “An intelligent, sassy, sensual and utterly
delightful read!”—Romantic Times “Everything readers want in a
romance and more. Connie Brockway writes the kind of romance I
love.”—Amanda Quick, New York Times bestselling author “If it’s
smart, sexy, and impossible to put down, it’s a book by Connie
Brockway!”—Christina Dodd, New York Times bestselling author “If
you’re looking for passion, tenderness, wit, and warmth, you need
look no further. Connie Brockway is simply the best.”—Teresa
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Medeiros, New York Times bestselling author “Connie Brockway’s
work belongs on every reader’s shelf!”—Romantic Times

The Harvester Chronicles: JP Knights
A gripping historical fantasy steeped in mysteries from a dark and
magical past . . . AD 998. When Brother Ciar

Dragon Rider
Promise of the Wolves
London is a powder keg and Eliza Braxton is the match. Imagine a
London where magic is real real, but feared. This is Eliza Braxton's
London, and she has always accepted her place in it gladly. As one
of the Riftborn, her magic has relegated her to the servant class,
where she dutifully serves as the lady's maid in one of the most
powerful households in the country. There, she uses her remarkable
powers of persuasion to keep Elder Hallewell's rebellious daughter
in the path to an arranged match of power and prosperity. Eliza has
never questioned her loyalty until now. Currents of discontent are
roiling beneath the city's surface, and Eliza's comfortable existence
is about to be caught up in the tide. A resistance is building, a
resistance that covets Eliza's talents above all else. But can Eliza
betray everything she's ever known for things she never dared to
dream? What the Lady's Maid Knew is the first thrilling installment
in E.E. Holmes' new series The Riftmagic Saga.

Storm Runner
Long before the time of man, in a realm ruled by magic, a destiny
was born.Dane Watts-Callan knows all about secrets. She is a witch
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living in a modern world, a family legacy that must remain hidden
from mortals. On the eve of her thirty-first birthday something
changes, leading her to discover a fateful destiny'an ancient
birthright born from a magical universe. Guided by a vague
prophecy, Dane begins a journey for answers, travelling through
dimensions to the magical realm of her ancestors, where both
knowledge and sacrifice await. In a world, forever scarred by evil,
she encounters someone immersed in its haunting past. An ancient
immortal warrior whose destiny is intertwined with her own,
igniting an attraction that neither can control nor escape.As the
prophecy begins to unravel, Dane must use all the power and
knowledge from both worlds to find those whose blood and
destinies are linked to the ancient realms, before the evil of the past
is unleashed and the ancient magic, forever consumed.A dark
destiny is rising.

Irish Born
Trump's Unfinished Business offers a prophetic template to change
the face of politics & save the nation from moral rot & Civil War.
In one book, you will find new applications of God's commands that
can be used to break up the Tech Giants' monopoly, create a Digital
Bill of Rights, reform Family Law, protect children, enshrine true
equality, educate our youth, and deal sensibly with Climate Change.
"We need pastors and preachers to read this book "Trump's
Unfinished Business" and apply the Law of God correctly, and
preach it again to America & the world." ALLAN PARKER
President of The Justice Foundation, Lead counsel for Norma
McCorvey (the "Roe" of Roe v. Wade) & Sandra Cano ("Doe" of
Doe v. Bolton) "The insights of this book will provide hope for the
future of America & preserve its calling as a lighthouse to the
nations during our turbulent times." DR. DENNIS LINSAY CEO of
Christ for the Nations "Steve Cioccolanti has nailed it with 'Trump's
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Unfinished Business.' [He] is walking into the swamp with this
book & showing us how to drain it!" JULIE DIEZ Paralegal "The
vision contained in Steve Cioccolanti's book Trump's Unfinished
Business is far-sighted, wide-reaching & convictingCioccolanti is
offering the Body of Christ the clearest path to employing the
Biblical template to unite us as a nation & avoid civil war."
LORILYN ROBERTS Award-winning Author "Let me say
Cioccolanti's "Trump's Unfinished Business" is truly excellent.
Each chapter adds new insightsHis analysis of the law is truly
impressive & I particularly appreciate his proposals to improve the
legal system & the broken family law court. I will be gladly passing
this book around to my friends & esteemed colleagues. I highly
recommend it." DR. AUGUSTO ZIMMERMANN, PhD Head of
Law, Sheridan College, Perth "In this book, Steve Cioccolanti
exposes what has gone wrong, and he recommends solid ideas on
how to set them right. by going back to what is taught in the Bible."
RICH MARSH Ex-Navy, Career Consultant "Cioccolanti's book is
clearly visionaryFor too long, the Bible has been sidelined in
education due to an erroneous application of the principle of
'separation of church and state.'" DR. JOHN MCELROY Director
of Southern Cross Association of Churches "Steve Cioccolanti has
taken up a subject which I believe is a first His writing is very
thought-provoking, creative and visionary I would imagine the laws
in this book will be very close to the ones Yeshua will set up for the
world when He comes to reign This much-needed book has come at
a time with the Republic of the United States is fighting for its life."
SHIRA SORKO-RAM Pioneer of the Jewish Messianic movement
in Israel since 1967 "Trump's Unfinished Business will serve as a
template for all leaders whether they are in the US, Australia or
Korea. I would like to see it made available to voters before major
elections. I am really amazed by Steve Cioccolanti's insights into
the American cultural war. His coverage of many subjects is very
deep. I find the techniques that American leftists use to distort facts
and the truth are also used here in South KoreaThis book is a great
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opportunity to problem solvers to learn how God's principles work
in human society." ASSOC. PROF. I-SOO JOE Handong Global
University, School of Management & Economics, South Korea

Balance Point
A. In the past, the elite manipulated the population through a more
mystical belief system. In particular, there was the institution of Sun
worship (typified by deities such as Osiris and Set). However, as
antiquity gave way to modern history, this system of control began
to lose its effectiveness. During the sixteenth century, the ruling
class managed to co-opt a relatively new methodology of truth
discernmentscience. Over the years, they would contaminate this
institution with their own virulent strains of thoughtmetaphysical
naturalism, radical empiricism, Malthusianism, Darwinism,
behaviorism, radical environmentalism, etc. Many of these
paradigms were derivative of their own occult doctrines, thinly
veiled to appear as objective science. All of these concepts correlate
in some way and, at some point, coalesce. Together, they are
gradually paving the way for the re-introduction of the hidden god
of the Ancient Mysteries.

Awakening of the Seer
A young boy who has no identity nor memory of his past washes
ashore on the coast of Wales and finds his true name after a series
of fantastic adventures.

The Harper Hall Trilogy
Two sisters, haunted by more than their past Just weeks after
discovering each other's existence, Jess and Hannah Ballard arrive
at Fairhaven Hall, where they will learn the clandestine ways of the
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Durupinen, an ancient sect of women who control the Gateways
between the worlds of the living and the dead. Though they are
considered outcasts by most of their classmates, Jess and Hannah
are determined to learn what they can to fulfill their responsibility
to the many ghosts that haunt them. But danger, it seems, has
followed them as closely as a shadow to their new home, and they
have more questions than ever. Who is the desperate child spirit
pursuing Jess, and what do her terrifying visions mean? What has
happened to Dr. David Pierce, Jess' friend and mentor, who has
suddenly and mysteriously vanished? And just what is it about
Hannah's unique abilities that has the other Durupinen frightened of
her? The Ballard sisters are about to find out, and the answers could
destroy their newfound life before it has even begun. Spirit
Prophecy is the second thrilling installment in E.E. Holmes' awardwinning Gateway Trilogy.

Night in the Lonesome October
Saving the multiverse is no game in this New York Times
bestseller!

Spirit Legacy
The Little Book of Hedge Funds that's big on explanations even the
casual investor can use An accessible overview of hedge funds,
from their historical origin, to their perceived effect on the global
economy, to why individual investors should understand how they
work, The Little Book of Hedge Funds is essential reading for
anyone seeking the tools and information needed to invest in this
lucrative yet mysterious world. Authored by wealth management
expert Anthony Scaramucci, and providing a comprehensive
overview of this shadowy corner of high finance, the book is written
in a straightforward and entertaining style. Packed with
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introspective commentary, highly applicable advice, and engaging
anecdotes, this Little Book: Explains why the future of hedge funds
lies in their ability to provide greater transparency and access in
order to attract investors currently put off because they do not
understand how they work Shows that hedge funds have grown in
both size and importance in the investment community and why
individual investors need to be aware of their activities Demystifies
hedge fund myths, by analyzing the infamous 2 and 20 performance
fee and addressing claims that there is an increased risk in investing
in hedge funds Explores a variety of financial instruments—including
leverage, short selling and hedging—that hedge funds use to reduce
risk, enhance returns, and minimize correlation with equity and
bond markets Written to provide novice investors, experienced
financiers, and financial institutions with the tools and information
needed to invest in hedge funds, this book is a must read for anyone
with outstanding questions about this key part of the twenty-first
century economy.

The Golden Wolf
Ben Dejooli is a Navajo cop who can't escape his past. Six years
ago his little sister Ana vanished without a trace. His best friend
saw what happened, but he refuses to speak of what he knows, and
so was banished from the Navajo tribe. That was the day the crows
started following Ben. Caroline Adams is a nurse with a special
talent: she sees things others can't see. She knows that Ben is more
than he seems, and that the crows are trying to tell him something.
What the crows could shed new light on the mystery of Ana's
disappearance, or it could place Ben and Caroline at risk of
vanishing just like she did.

What the Lady's Maid Knew
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A warning from the past, an uncertain future, an impossible choice
For hundreds of years, the Durupinen have carried the power of the
Gateway in their bloodlines. Now, a dire warning from the past
might mean that power must come to an end. Jess Ballard has often
considered her gift a curse - but now it may truly become one,
unless she can convince the leaders of the Durupinen world to
restore the power of the Gateways where it rightly belongs. The
Durupinen have always considered themselves a force for what is
good in the world, but has the intoxication of power left them
unable to distinguish between what is right and wrong? Jess,
Hannah, Milo, and their allies are in a race against time as they
gather together the most influential Durupinen from around the
world to join the fight. As the Necromancer threat looms, and the
Durupinen leaders battle over which course to take, Jess must travel
her own path, look within herself and ask: How far will she go to
right an ancient wrong, and will her connection to the spirit world
survive it? Gift of the Darkness is the highly-anticipated final
installment in The Gateway Trackers series by E.E. Holmes.

Beyond the Veil (Vanished, #2)
Something whispers in the shadows From E.E. Holmes, author of
the award-winning Gateway Trilogy, comes the first in the highly
anticipated companion series The Gateway Trackers. It's been
several years since Jess and Hannah Ballard foiled a cataclysmic
prophecy that could have destroyed their fellow Durupinen, an
ancient clan of women who allow spirits to cross between the
worlds of the living and the dead. The girls swore, after the
devastation and chaos they endured, they would never get caught up
in the inner workings of the Durupinen again. They were wrong.
After breaking the code of secrecy and facing the judgement of the
High Council, Jess and Hannah have no choice but to become
Trackers, working to take down those who would exploit the spirit
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world for profit or power. Their first assignment takes them into the
deep South, where Jeremiah Campbell, a self-proclaimed spiritual
guru, lures wealthy and desperate devotees with promises of a
deeper connection with the dead. As the girls go undercover, it soon
becomes clear that Campbell is not merely the con artist they
suspected him to be, and that they, and the spirit world they are
sworn to protect, are once again in unimaginable danger. Whispers
of the Walker is the first spine-tingling installment in "The Gateway
Trackers" series by E.E. Holmes.

Voices
When Nostradamus proclaims to the French court his prophecy of a
great massacre, the young King Charles only laughs. His mother,
Catherine de' Medici, pays more heed - she believes that
Nostradamus can truly see the future. But the great soothsayer's
prophecies are not only for those who rule; he also has a message
for Melisande, the minstrel's daughter, who he believes is linked
with him by Fate. And as the Angel of Death approaches,
Nostradamus entrusts to her safekeeping some very special
parchments - parchments that the rulers of France would do
anything to see . . .

The Lost Years of Merlin
On January 1st 2016, author Jerry Hyde - ‘the most dangerous
therapist in the world’ - set out on a year-long adventure into the
murky underworld of Sin with one objective in mind…to save the
world. Join Hyde on an exhilarating journey through hope, despair,
love and loss made all the more twisted by daily microdoses of
psilocybin mushrooms. Listen in on conversations with such
disparate and at times desperate characters as national treasure
Grayson Perry, tantric chieftain Shivam O’Brien, Mem the Mad
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Sufi and LSD blotter designer Kevin Barron. The Book of Sin is not
a self-help book. It’s a do-it-yourself-help book. Read on if you
want a better understanding of how to live life by your own rules,
and how to make the world a better, safer, richer and more peaceful
place.

The Sacred Band
In ancient Scotland, a tyrannical new lord of the herd plans
complete dominion over the animal world, but deer lore promises a
hero, who has a unique bond with all creatures, including man, and
who will ignite an epic battle and free the herd forever. An ALA
Best Book for Young Adults. Reprint.

The Bridal Season
As Han and Leia struggle to help the refugees flooding in to the
planet Duro from the Rim worlds invaded by the Yuushan Vong,
Jacen Solo must face a crisis of conscience over how to use the
Force as a tool for good while battling the evil invaders.

The Fire Keeper
The scope of this extraordinary selection of essays, distilled from
nearly a thousand works that the author has written, is literally the
entire universe and universe of knowledge. It charts the author's
quest for the meaning of life faced with a dominant knowledge
system she regards as incoherent, meaningless, and often acting
against people and planet. She shows how contemporary scientific
findings across all disciplines already provide an authentic
knowledge system that's coherent with life and the universe. The
aim is to transform science thoroughly from inspiration to research
to applications that work for people and planet. This book is simply
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unique in its scope and content. There is no equivalent. The author
surveys and explains contemporary science in depth ranging over
philosophy, anthropology, quantum physics and chemistry,
neurobiology, psychology, genetics and epigenetics, cosmology, art,
humanities, and mathematics. It presents a truly holistic view of
nature, with profound implications for life in the social, political,
and personal realm.

A Canticle for Leibowitz
Science fiction legend Anne McCaffrey’s beloved Harper Hall
trilogy, set within the bestselling Dragonriders of Pern series, is
now available in a collectable boxed set. Every two hundred years
or so, on the planet colony of Pern, shimmering Threads fall from
space, raining death. Yet the great dragons of Pern, mounted by the
stalwart dragonriders, scour the skies with fire to destroy the deadly
Thread and save the planet. Here we meet Menolly as she navigates
her way as the first journeywoman Harper in the history of Pern;
and fellow student Piemur whom is secretly asked to leave Harper
Hall, drafted by Masterharper Robinton to embark on a dangerous
mission to the Southern Hold. The Harper Hall trilogy, set within
science fiction legend Anne McCaffrey’s beloved and bestselling
Dragonriders of Pern series, is a seminal work and a must-have for
any fantasy or science fiction fan.

Whispers of the Walker
A contemporary adventure based on Maya mythology from Rick
Riordan Presents! Zane has always enjoyed exploring the dormant
volcano near his home in New Mexico, even though hiking it is
challenging. He'd much rather hang out there with his dog, Rosie,
than go to middle school, where kids call him Sir Limps a Lot,
McGimpster, or Uno--for his one good leg. What Zane doesn't
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know is that the volcano is a gateway to another world and he is at
the center of a powerful prophecy. A new girl at school, Brooks,
informs him that he's destined to release an evil god from the
ancient Maya relic he is imprisoned in--unless she can find and
remove it first. Together they return to the volcano, where all kinds
of crazy happens. Brooks turns into a hawk, a demon attacks them
in a cave, and Rosie gives her all while trying to protect Zane.
When Zane decides to save his dog no matter the cost, he is thrust
into an adventure full of surprising discoveries, dangerous secrets,
and an all-out war between the gods, one of whom happens to be his
father. To survive, Zane will have to become the Storm Runner. But
how can he run when he can't even walk well without a cane?

Fire Bringer
The first in The Wolf Chronicles trilogy, brilliantly weaving
together original research, lovable characters and a dynamic,
thoroughly engaging plot, Promise of the Wolves is a historical
adventure story in the tradition of Clan of the Cave Bear and
Watership Down. Set 14,000 years ago in what is now Southern
Europe, Promise of the Wolves is told from the point of view of
Kaala, a young wolf born of a forbidden, mixed-blood litter. An
outcast after her mother is exiled, Kaala struggles to earn her place
in her pack. But her world is turned upside down when she rescues
a human girl from drowning. Kaala and her young packmates begin
hunting and playing with humans—risking expulsion from their pack
and banishment from their home in the Wide Valley. When war
between humans and wolves threatens, Kaala learns that she is the
last in a long line of wolves charged with keeping watch over
humans in order to prevent them from losing touch with nature and
thus destroying the world. But to do so she must solve the great
paradox of wolfkind: though wolves must always be with humans,
humans cannot abide the presence of wolves, and every time the
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two come together, war ensues. Kaala must choose between safety
for herself, her friends, and their human companions and the
survival of her pack—and perhaps all of wolf and humankind.

Portraits of the Forsaken
Zane Obispo's new life on a beautiful secluded tropical island,
complete with his family and closest friends, should be perfect. But
he can't control his newfound fire skills yet (inherited from his
father, the Maya god Hurakan); there's a painful rift between him
and his dog ever since she became a hell hound; and he doesn't
know what to do with his feelings for Brooks. One day he discovers
that by writing the book about his misadventures with the Maya
gods, he unintentionally put other godborn children at risk. Unless
Zane can find the godborns before the gods do, they will be killed.
To make matters worse, Zane learns that Hurakan is scheduled to be
executed. Zane knows he must rescue him, no matter the cost. Can
he accomplish both tasks without the gods detecting him, or will he
end up a permanent resident of the underworld? In this cleverly
plotted sequel to The Storm Runner, the gang is back together again
with spirited new characters, sneaky gods, Aztec royalty, unlikely
alliances, and secrets darker than Zane could ever have imagined.
Secrets that will change him forever.

The Book of Sin
Collects three novels centered around three members of the
Concannon family--Maggie, who is hiding from her past, Brianna, a
bed-and-breakfast owner, and Shannon, who finds true love after
searching for her real father.

Heart of the Rebellion
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A prophecy condemns him, a goddess binds him, but what will set
Odysseus free? A thrilling tale of a legendary Greek adventure,
perfect for fans of Madeline Miller and David Gemmell. Young
Prince Odysseus is about to have his world torn apart. He has
travelled to the oracle at Pytho to be anointed as heir to his island
kingdom, but instead a terrible secret is revealed, one that tears
down every pillar of his life and marks him out for death. Outcast
by his family and on the run, Odysseus is offered sanctuary by
Athena, goddess of wisdom, and thrust headfirst into the secret war
between the gods. But can his wits, and his skill as a warrior, keep
him ahead of their power games – and alive? Gods and mortals
collide in this spellbinding retelling of a legend from classic Greek
mythology, the first in the epic Olympus Trilogy. Praise for
Athena's Champion ‘I'm always a sucker for some greek mythos
retellings but this took the legendary tale to a another level.
Legends, heroes, deceit, politics, sexism, fantasy, it has everything I
love in a book and more’ NetGalley Reviewer – Jun Ong
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